
THE EVIDENT THEMES USED IN THE TEMPEST BY WILLIAM

SHAKESPEARE

A summary of Themes in William Shakespeare's The Tempest. Learn exactly what happened in this chapter, scene, or
section of The Tempest and what it means.

A new collision against himself as an individual has arisen which demands immediate attention, the real world
rushes in upon him, and at once the poetical world vanishes. Aspects of many of the most scholarly works
available in his day can be found in his works. The next stages for the couple will be a testing. Both characters
are transformed by their exile. He has full control over everything on the island. The next thing, therefore, is
the appearance of the representatives of this element, Trinculo and Stephano. The next time we meet with the
father in this connection, he has yielded his objections and sealed their pledge with his consent. Hence, above
all things, let him not fall into the error of merely substituting one poetical shape for another, whereby nothing
is explained and only confusion is increased. Shakespeare uses Caliban to indicate the oppositeâ€”evil black
magic. The theme is all-pervasive in this well-knit play. It was a dangerous time to philosophize about
magicâ€” Giordano Bruno for example was burned at the stake in Italy in â€”just a few years before The
Tempest was written. Shakespeare's Tempest D. He calls up Ariel, who, it will be noticed, always appears
when some important mediation of the drama is about to be performed. Though Shakespeare has to a certain
extent employed the heathen form of Fate, he has truly expressed the Christian doctrine of Repentance. As an
individual, he is engaged in conflict; but then he steps back, beholds and portrays that conflict, and solves it
through spirit in the form of Imagination. A child for the one, and a low human shape for the other? Now both
these elements in their one-sidedness are represented by Shakespeare as antagonistic to the unity of marriage.
But then his plans begin to go off the tracks when the masque is interrupted. It is difficult to tell, throughout
The Tempest, which character's are presented as men, and which are presented as monsters. The drama can go
no further; it has attained the universality of Thought. The freedom is the realization of its end, when the
Imagination has clothed itself in an adequate form, which process, it may be added, can only be completed at
the close of the poem; then Ariel is dismissed to the elements. The colliding individuals of the play are now
united in Spirit, and the harmony is perfect. The tempest has conveniently scattered the ship's company into
groups, in one of which are to be found all the offenders. The peculiarity of their names, too, has been noticed
by critics: with a slight transposition of letters, aerial becomes Ariel and cannibal becomes Caliban. In "As
You Like it," this world is idyllic, exhibits a primitive pastoral existence, hence approaches what is actual; but
in the remaining two it is wholly supernatural. Freedman did nothing on stage to make such a notion clear to
any audience that had not heard of it before.


